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I 
will leave it to others to analyze or 
explain the paucity of Canadian 
documentaries included in this year's 

Festival of Festivals. Perhaps as melo
drama becomes the new trend in Cana
dian filmmaking, we must remain con
tent with a mere handful of documen· 
tary efforts in the genre that has long 
characterized this country's output. 

Alanis Obomsawin's new work, 
Richard Cardinal: Cry from a Diary 
of a Metis Child, is a sombre half-hour 
reflection on teenage suicide within 
Native communities a growing 
phenomenon that Obomsawin address
es by focussing on the life and death of 
one Metis child in Alberta shunted in 
and out of some 26 foster and group 
homes over the course of his brief life. 
This terrible saga of discontinuity and 
family break-up is painfully under
scored by reflections and passages from 
Cardinal's notebooks that reveal a 
young soul grappling with conditions 
far beyond his strength and emotional 
stamina. Obomsawin is remarkably reo 
strained in her handling of this agoniz
ing subject, shaping the film carefully as 
a tribute and a probe, rather than the 
accusation it might have been. In un
derstanding this Metis child and his 
reasons for choosing suicide, the mm 
goes beyond the traditional realms of 
documentary to explore regions of the 
human heart. As in her 1984 film, Inci
dent at Restigouche, Alanis Obomsa
win is here fully attuned to the only im
portant reason for making any mm: to 
speak from, and to, the heart. Her hand
ling of this film, in style, tone and intent, 
reminded me of a passage by writer Ad
rienne Rich on the responsibility of the 
poet: ..... She is endowed to speak for 
those who do not have the gift of lan
guage, or to see for those who - for 
whatever reasons - are less conscious 
of what they are living through. It is as 
though the risks of the poet's existence 
can be put to some use beyond her own 
survival." 

Less focussed in its results is Passif
lora, directed by Fernand Belanger and 
Dagmar Gueissaz-Teufel. Billed as "an 
innovative documentary critique of the 
near-simultaneous visits to Montreal in 
1984 by Pope john Paul II and singer 
Michael jackson," the mm rarely rises to 
the rich promise contained in that ex
traordinary juxtaposition of mass spec· 
tacles coinciding in time. The mm
makers were undoubtedly hampered by 
the fact that no mming of the jackson 
tour was allowed. Even so, the oppor
tunities for really exploring the hype 
and larger meanings of both tours are 
unfortunately bypassed. Passiflora is 
less a critique of mass spectacle than it 
is a guerrilla attack on Catholicism, 
without mining the rich veins of irony, 
ritual, image, media hype, and mass hys
teria surrounding the arrival of both 
"high priests" of the time. 

While the anarchic tone of the piece 
is perhaps a necessary element to bring 
to this SUbject, it here works against the 
film itself through overindulgence: 
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exploding any sense of internal struc
ture for the film and dissipating what
ever energies might have been marshal· 
led for an actual critique. Cleverness, or 
irreverence, or even clever irreverence 
cannot make up for the lack of a centre 
in the work: a lack which the film at· 
tempts to hide by superimposing staged 
fictional sequences onto the chaos - se
quences which seem meant to say 
something about something, but which 
only add to the confusion. 

Nevertheless, such a promising his
torical moment in Montreal could not 
fail to yield at least a few extraordinary 
images for a wandering camera: the shot 
of the ring of police surrounding the 
Pope's outdoor altar, the three Michael 
jackson clones performing for the cam
era, the images of the papal spectacle 
replayed on the stadium vide9screen 
while in the foreground bulldozers are 
poised to begin their work. It is unfortu
nate, though, that such a brilliant con
cept for a film was somehow sabotaged 
in the making. 

In an entirely different league is the 
latest feature-length work by Donald 
Brittain. The Final Battle - The 
Champions (part 3) is an extraordi
nary example of sustained control exer
cised over a volume of compelling foot
age that, in lesser hands, would have 
careened into chaos. Surely Brittain's 
style and intent have always been at the 

other extreme from anarchic or clever 
irreverence: the search for the mean
ingful centre around which events and 
images coalesce. Here, in this masterful 
trilogy that sweeps across nearly 40 
years of postwar Canadian political his
tory, Brittain examines the unfolding of 
historical events as they centre around 
two great Quebecois politicien, Pierre 
Elliot Trudeau and Rene Levesque - two 
champions pitted against one another 
ideologically and personally in compet
ing visions of nationhood. The Final 
Battle coalesces around two key events 
of recent times: the Quebec referen
dum on sovereignty· association, and 
the federal· provincial disagreements 
surrounding the constitutional charter 
- both dramatic showdowns between 
Trudeau and Levesque in which "only 
one man's dream would come out 
alive.'· 

The beauty of the work as a whole is 
that it so clearly reveals the distinct per· 
sonalities and styles of these two central 
figures : Trudeau - "the enigma", Leves· 
que - "the open book." In the course of 
the film, we painfully watch the gradual 
destruction of Levesque and his dream 
for Quebec. But, paradoxically, in his 
utter defeat at the skilled hands of 
Trudeau, it is Levesque who emerges in 
the film as the real champion: a man of 
principle, vision, honesty, straightfor
wardness. 

This charting of recent history 
through the focus on two dynamiC lead
ers not only dramatically makes sense of 
events and effectively structures a 
wealth of news footage, it also seems to 
signal the passing of an era. Through the 
very fact of their competing visions, 
their passionately held convictions, 
their popular charisma, Trudeau and 
Levesque emerge in The Final Battle 
head and shoulders above any other 
contenders for political power. A sub
theme in the film is the inexorable rise 
of lesser men who stand for nothing in 
the political arena but polling results 
and image. In a searing moment, Claude 
Le Touche characterizes them as "a 
bunch of Kiwanis presidents that could 
be turned with two cocktails." This de
scription for the provincial premiers in 
"The Gang of 8" who secretly turned on 
Levesque in the final hour of the Char
ter debate somehow resonates in the 
mind long after the film has ended. 

In this sense, it is tempting to see The 
Final Battle as the appropriate com
panion-piece to Denys Arcand's The 
Decline of the American Empire. 
The tone of both films is oddly similar: 
non- judgemental, yet tinged with sad
ness. Brittain seems to here chart the 
decline of a kind of heroism in Canadian 
politiCS, and with it the demise of any 
meaningful political vision. One is left 
with the sense of a country now in the 
hands of very unchampion·like men
talities, but mentalities perhaps suited 
to the microcosm delineated by Arcand. 

Joyce Nelson • 

RICHARD CARDINAL: CRY FROM 
A DIARY OF A METIS CHILD d .!sc. 
Alanis Obomsa~'in ed. Rita Roy cam. Roger Rnchat 
music Dario Domingues diary read by Dayid ~litch 

ell p _ Alani s Obomsawin, Marrin Cane II , Robert \'errall 
loc.,d. Ra,·mond Marcoux sd.ed. Bernard Bordeleau 
nlUS.rec. Christian Fo rtin olus.ed. Diane Le Floc'h 
re-rec. Hans Peter Strobl exec.p_ Andy Thomson I.p. 
Cory Swan. Pauline I\.er ik. l::3etty Smith. Leslie Miller 
tha~ to Kim Bager. Dr Ray Thomlison. Betty Smith, 
Rachel .\nn Crapeau. CBC Edmonton produ':ed and 
distributed b,· the ;\;ational Film Hoard o f Canada. 
Colour. 16mm. n..lnning time .30 mins 

P ASSIFLORA (For Passillora credits please see 
Cil/ema Cal/ada . No 128) 

THE CHAMPIONS PARTS I & II d .!sc .! 
narT . Donald Brittain p . Janet Leissner. Donald Brit· 
tain exec. p . Peter Katadotis. Paul \X·right eds. Ted 
Remerowski, Steven Kellar d .o .p. Andreas Poulsson 
orlg. music Art Philipps asst. ed.!cam. Richard 
Bujold sd. eds. Bernard Bordeleau. Abbey Neidik asst. 
sd. ed. Michael !l. Bordeleau sd. ·ree. Claude 
Hazanavicius sd. re-rec. Michel Descombes, Jean
Pierre Jo ute l music sup. Norman Bigras research 
Janet Leissner. Les Nirenberg film research \X" 
Spahic . Jean · Gu~· Turbide anim. Pierre L·Amare p .c . 
The Natio nal Film Board of Canada and the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation. Colour. 16 mm. running 
time Part 1: 57 mins. Part 2· 55 mins 

THE FINAL BATTLE d J sc./narr. Donald 
Brittain p . Adam Symans~,· exec. p . Barrie Howe lls 
(NFB). Darce Fardy (CBC) ed. Richard BUjo ld story 
treatment Graham Fraser research Li za \'eszpremi 
d.o .p . Andreas Po ulsson orlg. music Eldo n Rathburn 
assoc. ed. Roger Hart sd. Hans Oomes sd. ed. Abbey 
Jack Neidik re-rec. Jean· Pierre Joutel. Adrian Croll 
music ed. Julian O lson musiclnarr. rec. louis Hone. 
Christian Fortin. Richard Lesage p.c. The National 
Film Board of Canada. and the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation. Colour. 16mm running time 87 mills. 
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• 
Bachar Chbib's 

Evixion 

B
achar Chbib's Evixion has the bad 
luck of being billed, erroneously , as 
a "non-narrative lyric poem ." Such 

labels would be a curse to any film, But 
this doesn't explain why most review
ers, those that weren't merely dismis
sive, have thrashed it so violently, It's as 
if they were reacting to someone self
indulgently wasting half of Telefilm's 
budget instead of to a 54,000 experi
ment by a talented young filmmakeL 
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apartments, Lysak's attempts at seduc
tion) in which performance, direction 
and the audience's understanding come 
together, But often, Chbib's insistence 
on presenting the irrational irrationally, 
as illustrated by the depiction of the 
poetess, makes the film hard to sit 
through, 

Evixion, however, shouldn't be dis
missed, It is an unsuccessful experi
mene But it is also the only Canadian 
film I've seen this year that tries to ex
press a kind of rabid sense of alienation, 
exemplified by punks, skinheads and 
other marginals, shared by increasing 
numbers of young people, It is those 
who take the chance of affronting audi
ences with films like Evixion, and not 
those who grovel before it offering 
Crazy Moon(s), who are making films 
worth watching, 

Jose Arroyo • 

EVIXION d J p J ed_ Bachar Chbib sc. Bachar 
Chbib, Claire Nadon. Dafna Kastner. Stephen Reizes 
d .o,p . David Wellington cam_ Syh 'ain Gingras asst. 
cam, Sylvain Archambault sd. Doug Taylor. Marie 

2 Claude Gagne asst_ ed, Da,'id Wellington orig. music 

Evixion is a narrative film. It may be 
nonlinear, tlle audience certainly has 
trouble following it, but it does tell a 
story - A motley group of tenants (a gay 
couple, a yuppie couple, a black family , 
punks) receive an eviction order from 
their landlord and we get to see how 
they react to the possibility of their 
being thrown out on the street ~~ ______________________________ -I Cl. Fran~ois Giroux. liver and Jean Leboeuf. (original) 

Jean,Noel Bodo, (original) addt. music Susan Eyton
Jones, Paul Stewart sd. ed. Marie Claude Gagne an d. 
Achraf Chbib, Paolo Giovannetti, Kathy Horner asst, 
d, Brigitte Huppen poetry Kennon B. Raines Lp. 
Claire Nadon, Roland Smith. Kennon Raines. Pierre 
Curzi, Piotr Lysak Dafna Kastner. Jean Claude Gingras, 
Suzanne Stark, Mark Berube. Danusha Hart, Michelle 
DeVille , Eric Gregor Pierce. Pierre Rancourt , Carole 
ladeluca, Dalours Thornhill, Kathy Horner, Fran~ois 

Giroux, Seamus Wheelan, Achraf Chbib. Brigitte Hup
pen, Armand Monro'e p.c. Chbib Productions Inc, In 
collaboration with Main film. And the financial Par
ticipation of La Societe generaJe du cinema du Quebec 
and TeIefilm Canada, Colour, 16mm running time: 
78 mins, 

Chbib has partly modelled the film 
after twenties' slapstick comedy, His 
characters use broad gestures to com
municate with each otheL There's a lot 
of people running around, entering 
rooms through windows, and smashing 
into each other, Though the mm has an 
unusually varied and well-chosen 
soundtrack (everything from opera to 
industrial noise) , there is no dialogue 
except for a crazy poetess who spouts 

• Claire Nadon is Rose and Roland Smith is Blue in pale Evixion 

radical doggerel. 
One of the disappointments of the 

film is that Evixion's non-linearity lacks 
purpose, It's not used to experiment 
with time and its pacing seems to have 
no pattern, The film's structure feels 
more like a last resort than a deliberate 
choice, Another disappointment is that 
after luring a cast many Canadian direc-

tors would kill for (it includes, Piotr 
Lysak, who starred in Andrezj Wajda's A 
Love in Germany, and Pierre Curzi), 
Chbib wastes them, He does give each 
their little moments (which they make 
the most of) but for the most part, he 
might as well have used extras, 

There are a few wonderful scenes in 
Evixion (The voyeurism between 
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• 
Anne Wheeler's 

Loyalties 

A
lberta filmmaker Anne Wheeler's 
first dramatic feature, Loyalties, is, 
in many ways, a very laudable film. 

Telling the story of the friendship and 
loyalty between two very different 
women - one, a down-to-earth Metis, 
the other, a very proper and refined re
cent transplant from England - the film 
succeeds in being both entertaining and 
moving, and its honest and uncondes
cending portrayal of the Metis charac
ters is one of its chief virtues. Unfortu
nately, the film's legitimate strengths 
are seriously undermined in the end by 
a rather contrived (albeit powerful) 
climax. 

As the film opens, Lily and Dr. David 
Sutton (Susan Wooldridge and Kenneth 
Welsh) have just moved to the remote 
northern Alberta town of Lac La Biche 
from their native Engiand with their 
three small children (an older child is 
still in school in England). Their reason 
for moving here is alluded to, but is not 
made clear; what is clear is that the Sut
tons have a very nasty skeleton in their 
family closet, and are hoping that here 
on "the tip of civilization" they'll be able 
to bury it for good. 

Helping Lily with the settling-in is 
Rosanne (Tantoo Cardinal), a Metis 
woman with three kids of her own who 
has just left her common-law husband 
Eddy (Tom Jackson), and moved back 
in with her mother. Initially unable to 
see past their class and cultural differ
ences, Lily and Rosanne eventually do 

,find common ground and become 
friends. In the film's climax, however, 
they return home from a night out 
(celebrating Lily's birthday) to find that 
Dr. Sutton has attacked and raped 
Rosanne's 12-year-old daughter. (We 
learn here that the Suttons' 'skeleton' is 
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a previous rape in England.) Rosanne 
turns on both of the Suttons in a hor
rified rage. Lily, however, is almost 
catatonic; with her life turned inside
out (again), she finds her fortitude and 
her loyalties put to a cruel test. 

Even in this brief synopsis, the film 's 
two narrative threads are evident. The 
first , Lily and Rosanne's growing 
friendship, is portrayed in the film in 
subtle, well-acted scenes fulI"ofwarmth 
and gentle humour; we can almost see 
the rapport building. The second narra
tive thread, the mystery surrounding 
the Suttons' abrupt departure from Eng
land, is presented much more one- di
mensionally. The emotional wall be
tween Lily and David - there at the start 
of the film - never changes, and each 
scene betwe'en them merely echoes the 
previous one. Also, because these 
characters are saddled with the task of 
maintaining the 'intrigue' element of 
the film , their own characterizations are 
forced to take a back seat, and thus they 
engender much less audience sympathy 
than Rosanne and her family do. 

The problem, then,' is this: when 
these two narrative threads - each with 
distinctly different dramatic tones and 
levels of audience involvement - are 
brought into collision in the climax, the 
realism and subtlety of the 'relationship 
story' are completely quashed by the 
mechanics of the 'mystery' (and again 
later by the manipulative denouement), 
and as a result the film plummets into 
the unambiguous, monochrome world 
of melodrama. 

A good example of what direction the 
film might have followed , had it forgone 
'family intrigue' and focused more di
rectly on Lily and Rosanne's friendship 

. and the contrast of their lives, is indi
cated in the dinner sequence. Here the 

. film intercuts a scene of Lily and David 
having dinner, with a scene of Rosanne, 
Eddy and their kids also gathered 
around the meal table. The differences 
are very revealing. In the Sutton house, 
Lily and David are seen eating after their 
children are in bed; they are Sitting at 
opposite ends of the dining room table; 
they are well dressed, mannered ... and 

they have very little to say to one 
another. The way this scene is sho t -
emphasizing as it does the physical 
space between them - also reinforces 
the sense that they are emotio nally iso
lated from one another. 

The scene with Rosanne's family, by 
contrast, is full of warmth and good 
feeling. Here, as Eddy talks about get
ting the family back together, we see 
the kids and Rosanne smiling, and we 
note that they are all gathered close to
gether around their kitchen table; com
prised mostly of medium close-ups, the 
scene visually makes the characters 
seem close to each other. thereby reo 
flec ting the mood of the dialogue. 

By intercutting these two scenes the 
film clearly establishes, in a to tally 
cinematic way, what the real differ· 
ences are be tween Lily and Rosanne, 
differences that have nothing to do w ith 
culture or class, and everything to do 
with the emotional richness (or empti
ness) of a person's life. With the great 
dramatic potential of these themes to 
explore, and with their unique setting 
and characters, why then did Wheeler 
and screenwriter Sharon Riis feel it 
necessary to make the Suttons' secret -
the source of their estrangement -
something so monstrous? By raising the 
stakes so high, Wheeler and Riis have 
undermined their story, for at the end 
of Loyalties, loyalty and friendship are 
no longer the main issues, but rather it 
is moral integrity (Lily's). Moreover, be
cause of the nature of the crime/climax, 
the audience's sympathy in the last few 
scenes rests almost completely with 
Rosanne and her daughter, leaving very 
little for Lily and her own trauma. 

All the problems with the film 's end· 
ing, in fact , center around Lily. First of 
all, throughout the film she is presented 
as a sensitive and moral character (we 
see this particularly in her concern for 
her son, Robert). However, when her 
husband commits the rape and we learn 
he has raped before, we realize that Lily 
has already been through this situation. 
How did she react the first time? Did 
she threaten to leave David, to expose 
his actioo? Did she try to deny the 

• Hot-tempered, ingenious - Tantoo Cardinal (Here with Tom Jackson) all but steals the show in Loyalties 

• 
whole thing? We don 't know what her 
reactio n was, but we do know that she 
stayed with him and has tried to bury 
the event. But while we can accept her 
hiding the crime once, twice is too 
much. Also, because the crime - and its 
depiction in the film - is so vicious and 
horrifying, the matter of Lily's 'personal 
loyalties ' really becomes a perverse 
issue. In this context, we would de
mand that she do what is morally right 
whether Rosanne were her friend or 
no t. 

At this point one might argue':'" with 
considerable merit - that ultimately it is 
Lily's friendship with Rosanne that gives 
her the strength to make a moral deci· 
sion, and this is no doub t the conten
tion of Wheeler and Riis. How ever, 
making a claim and proving it are two 
different things, and it is here that the 
film most conspicuously fails to deliver. 
For at the moment when Lily's integrity 
is put to its severest test, the filmmakers 
- unbelievably - abandon her, and shift 
the narrative to a scene at Rosanne's 
house the following morning. But what 
happens to Lily? How does she react 
when left alone with her husband? See
ing what she goes through that long 
night and how she decides on what ac
tion to take is imperative ifwe are to ap
preciate the strength she draws from 
her friendship with Rosanne. By deny
ing us the opportunity to see Lily prove 
to herself - and us - that she is indeed 
a 'woman of substance' after all (and is 
therefore worthy of Rosanne's friend
ship), the filmmakers weaken the prem
ise of their story immeasurably. (They 
also deny Lily her one true moment of 
glory by relaying her decision to 
Rosanne - and us - through a minor 
character. ) 

It may seem perfunctory at this point 
to discuss the acting in the film, but no 
review of Loyalties should go by with
out a special mention of Tantoo Cardi
nal's performance. Her Rosanne is 
bright, hot· tempered and totally in
genuous, and she all but steals the film. 
If Susan Wooldridge had been handed a 
character as subtly well developed, her 
Lily might have been Rosanne's screen 
equal. And Loyalties might have been a 
more honestly affecting drama. 

Linda Gorman • 

LOY At TIES d. Anne Wheele r p . William 
Johnston. Anne Wh eeler. Ro nald Ullie sc. Sharon Riis 
sc. deY. Sharo n Riis & Anne Wheeler d.o.p. Vic Sarin 
CSC art d . Richard Hudo lin line p. Ro b Iveson prod. 
man. Grace Gilroy 1st asst. d . Brad Turner loc. man. 
Mike Gazley liaison-Edmonton Pati Olson SC. sup. 
Penny Hynam cast-Toronto Gail Carr cast-Alberta 
Belle Chadw ick 1st asst. cam. Harvey Larocqu e stills 
Doug Curran cost. des. Wendy Partridge make-up 

.I an Newman hair Do nna Bis sd. mix Garre ll Clark 
boom Daryl Powell gaffer Duncan MacGrego r key 
grip Brian Kuchera sp . efx. Dave Gauthie r const . 
Bryan Cockroft carp. Martin Shostak e d . Judy 
Krupanszkl' pub. Prudence Emery dialogue .I e remv 
Hart I.p. Kenne th Welsh , Tantoo Card inaL Susa~ 
\X 'ooklridge. Vera Martin , Diane Debassige , Tom 
.Iac b o n ,.Idfrey Sm ith. Mered ith Ri mmer. Alexander & 

.Io nathan Tribige r. Christo pher Barrington. Leigh , 
Yolanda CardinaL Dale Willie r . \\ eslev SemenoYich 
Janet \\'righ t. Do ne Macby , Paul ~"h itney . To~ 
Heaton. Sam ~'l\l tt ri ch , Eric Kramer , \X-'enddi Smith 
.loan Hinz , .I ill Dyck, Colin \ 'int . Veena Saod. Dori ~ 
Ch il cot. Terri Dan ie ls, ~usan MacNeill . Ben Cardinal 
Bryan Fu stu kian , L3.rry Yachimec, Larry MUSSl..'f . Edd, : 
\\ ashington . .I "yet" Void . Eik" \\ ·aida. Emil ie Ch,,; . 
Yigny. Ait.:xJndra LLlgh , Joan Co le, AJison Bossy, Doug
las Law . Patric k Bull , Man' Skare p .c . Ro nald and Lilli e ! 
Lluron In tem ationallDumbarton Films d ist. Nors tar 
Releasing Inc. Colo ur, ." mm running tinl e; 96 
min,"! 
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• 
Jack Darcus' 

Overnight 

T
he friend \vitll whom I went to see 
Jack Darcus' Overnight said half· 
"yay through the film. "It may be lit· 

tie. It may be Canadian. I don't care ." 
She walked out I only stayed to the end 
to watch a tremulous Gail Garnett, 
whose hoarse raspy whisper completely 
enchanted me, and Alan Scarfe, whose 
performance wittily sends up imported 
European 'artistes'. Most everything 
else about the film is a mess. 

Overnight tells the story of an un· 
employed actor (played by Victor 
Ertmanis, badly miscast) who, through 
various Circumstances, finally ends up 
working in a porno flick. Darcus' film is 
described in the World Film Festival 
catalogue as, "an adult comedy about 
one man's modesty and his frustrated 
hopes for the big career break that has 
never come." I think the film has intelli· 
gent things to say about sexuality and 
about the Canadian film industry but 
Darcus doesn't seem to know how to 
explain them filmically. 

I can conceive of a movie that would 
depict the making of a porno film, not 
show nudity and still be very interest· 
ing. In Overnight, however, modesty 
becomes very disconcerting. The 
characters speak at length about the 

• 
in different directions. The humour is 
never quite funny and th.e satire is itself 
worthy of being satirized. Jack Darcus 
seems to be an intelligent and articulate 
artist in print but if I were Telefilm, I 
too would consider taking my name off 
Overnight. 

Jose Arroyo • 

• The making of a porno star: Barbara Gordon, Victor Ertmanis and Alan Scarfe 

OVERNIGHT d. Jack Darcus sc. Jack Darcus p. 
Jack Darcus. John Board exec. p . Don Haig. Hank Leis 
·assoc. p. Bah Akester p . man. Bob \\ 'ertheimer p. 
coord. Alice Dwo rnik p. acct. Dennis Jacobson 1st 
asst. d . John Hoard 2nd asst. d . Tr Haller 3rd ass!. d. 
Frank Si~acusa d .o.p. Brian Hebb C.S C 1st asst. cam. 
James Cro"'e 2nd asst. cam. Treyor Haws sd. Bryan 
Dar ~Iike Lacroix re-rec. sd. \Iike Hoogenboom asst. 
mh·. Edigio Coccimiglio. Brent MacLeod cant. Dug 
Rotstein a.d. Andrew Deskin asst. a.d. Ted Paget 
carp. Bill \Xllite canst. Gord Cah ·ert. Hugh Walker 
set paint Mo nty Douglas set dec. Alexandra Anthony 
art dept. Peter c.ameron. Andrea Raffaghello ward. 
Tina Livingston asst. ward. Maggie Thomas make-up 
Lisa Posen hair Jocelm MacDonald gaffer Adam 
Swica best boy John Gundy grip David Hynes 2nd 
grip Ron Paulauskas 3rd grip Tim Sauder eel Sally 
Paterson asst. ed. Alison Grace 2nd asst. ed. Ed 
Ba1evicius. Alexandra Gill negs. Erika \vo Ur music 
compJ orch. Michael Conway Baker. Glenl1 Morley 
stills Doane Gregory. Rob "-1cEwan lac. scout. Lillian 
Sarafinchan. Debbie Beers cast coord. Melissa Bell 
cast. cons. Deirdre Bowan extra cast. Peter lavender 
prod. asst. Monika Wolff sec. Jeff Krebs, Ed Balevicius 
titles Film Effects equip. P.S. Production Services lab. 
The Film House Group thanks to Donna Wong·Ju· 
liani , Don Haig. Doug MacDonald. Stan Ford. Wayne 
Arran. George Chapman, Keith Cutler. Tom Braid· 
wood. Doug Dales. George Fumiotis. Madrienne 
McKeown, Rachel Jacobson. Smith's Seeds Ltd .. 
Greenspoon Wreckers. Chutney and Various. Thunder 
Thighs. Reinhart Selsar. Ontario Film and Video Office. 
Chapman and Gough. Futures~ l.p . Gale Garnett. Victor 
Ertmanis. Alan Searle. Duncan Fraser, Ian White. Bar· 
bara Gordon. Melissa Bell. Tedde Moore. Patrick 
Brymer. Eric Keen1eyside. Alfie Scopp. Tr Haller. 
Brenda Kamino. Cynthia Kereluk. Randy Morton. Luce 
Di Paulo. Produced with the assistance of: Image Inter· 
national Productions Inc. p.c. Exile Productions Film. 
Colour. 3Smm running time: 

naturalness of the naked body and the 
beauty of sex, but at the same time, they 
either discreetly drape towels over 
their private parts or the director has 
the camera rush in for close· ups. The 
characters', and the director's sincerity 
becomes very questionable. 

Darcus tries to satirize filmmakers 
who want to make a movie at any cost. 
He also, I think, wants to pay tribute to 
all those people who, year after year, 
continue making their films with very 
little money, equipment, and no chance 
at an audience. Both would have 
worked better if their expression wasn't 
couched in cliches. 

The role of the ruthless film director, 
who does not compromise his art until 
he's told to do so or gets a chance to sell 
out, had been old hafbefore it became 
a staple of the dime· store novel. Playing 

the role for laughs became cliched only 
slightly afterwards. It is only the relish 
with which Alan Scarfe plays his role 
that makes it fun to watch. 

The scenes in which the porn stars 
teach the 'real ' actor lessons in loyalty, 
humility and dedication lack consis· 
tency of tone. When Gail Garnett tells 
Ertmanis off for jeopardizing the film, 
you know she's being serious (Uke Mick· 
ey and Judy were about their shows). 
When the porn star ejaculates before a 
cross, you know it's meant for laughs 
(Like a broader Dusan Makavejev). 
Most of the time, however, Darcus tries 
to express both humour and truth and 
fails to communicate either: 

As often happens when one tries to 
make 'The Great Drink' by mixing dif· 
ferent kinds of good spirits, the various 
elements of Overnight simply explode 
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• 
Arthur Lamothe's 

Equinoxe 

F
our weeks after its release, Arthur 
Lamothe 's Equinoxe, his first fic
tion film in 20 years, can no longer 

be seen first run in Montreal. It 's too 
bad that we haven't discovered how to 
market films that aren' t immediate criti 
cal hits or that don 't capitalize on re
cent scandals. A bit slow and stmctur
ally weak, Equinoxe will nevertheless 
return a large reward to the patient 
viewer. 

Lamothe has cast Jacques Godin as 
Guillaume;, an innocent man who, be
cause of his best friend 's lies, was ar
rested by the police and sentenced to a 
jail term. After many years in prison , 
and many more years of self-imposed 
exile in Venezuela, Guillaume, accom
panied by his granddaughter (Ariane 
Frederique) returns to his old village to 
find out why he was betrayed and to 
come to terms with himself and his life. 

The film is structured as a mystery/ 
suspense film . We are told that Guil
laume is an ex-convict but we are made 
to wait before we're told what crime he 
committed. We think he wants revenge 
but the form it w ill take, the person 
who will be the victim of it , and the 
reason for its existence are revealed to 
the audience little by little. On his way 
to his Village Guillaume also enraged a 
few local troublemakers by passing 
them on the highway. Mistaking him for 
one of those tourists who think they 
own the places they viSit, the rednecks 
(they really are depicted as drunk, ig
norant, bmtal slobs) go on a rampage to 
make Guillaume pay for his cheek. 
When they will find him (we know they 
will) and what they're going to do to 
him are elements of a subplot intended 
to add to the suspense. 

As a mystery/suspense film , however, 
Equinoxe does not quite work. 
Lamothe's universe allows for the unex
pected but leaves no room for the ab
surd. We're never really afraid for Guil
laume because Lamothe doesn't give 
the goons a motivation for doing any
thing other than scaring him. The long 
scenes and leisurely editing, which en
hance the psychological dimensions of 
the characters, dilute the tension 
created by the plot. Lamothe's half
hearted attempts to create suspense 
through the possibility of violence is at 
odds with the main theme. 

The film works best as a psychologi-

FESTIVALS 

• Perfect counterpoint in Equinoxe between Godin and Frederique 

cal drama with Guillaume'S journey of 
self-discovery as a focus. The Sorel is
lands are the setting. Lamothe's experi
ence as a documentary filmmaker here 
serves him very well. As Guillaume 
canoes through the marshes and rivers 
around the islands, Lamothe 's camera 
lingers over the flora , the water and the 
sky. The beauty of the setting is com
municated sensually. You can almost 
feel and smell those islands. You can 
certainly understand how they helped 
form Guillaume's character, why he 
would be so tranquil there. 

As Godin plays him, Guillaume is a 
lonely man, marginalized by society and 
cut off from his roots by his past. As 
such, his character is almost a fic-

tionalized exploration of subjects 
Lamothe treated in his documentaries 
of native people like Carcajou et Ie 
peril blanc and Terre de l'homme 
from a different perspective. (Except in 
this case, it's a white man. The only de
piction of a native person is that of an 
old friend of Guillaume played by 
Marthe Mercure.) In a quiet, almost mo
tionless way, Godin communicates his 
character's tumultuous dramatic past 
and his present serenity Simultaneously. 

As Guillaume mingles with the ghosts 
of his past, old memories (the building 
of a pond, once- forgotten canoe trails, a 
favourite dish, old relationships) are not 
only unearthed, but in sharing them 
with his granddaUghter, transformed into 

• 
vital and life-forming events. 

His relationship with his granddaugh
ter gives Guillaume an extra dimension. 
As an element of the plot she exists as a 
reason for the explanation of past 
events and as the source of Guillaume's 
vulnerability. As a character she is out
going, talkative and rambunctiOUS - the 
perfect counterpoint to Guillaume. His 
honesty with her, and her love for him, 
convinces us that whatever he did in 
the past , and whatever he'll do during 
the course of the film, were and will be 
the actions of a basically decent man. 

People have complained that the 
climax is a letdown. When the goons 
find him and his granddaughter and har
rass them, the situation is quickly 
brought under control by the native 
woman. When he finds the ex-friend 
whose lies sent him to jail, all he does is 
punch him. Nevertheless, I think that 
within the context of the film these re
solutions make sense. It would have 
been irrational for Guillaume, after un
justly spending a great deal of his life in 
jail and in exile, to come to his old town 
o nly to do something that would either 
make him flee again or justly land him 
in prison. 

Equinoxe could have used a tighter 
structure. But it is very well ac ted and 
beautifully shot. I find the image of a 
leonine Godin, paddling a canoe 
through marshes to come to a rendez
vous with his past, unforgettable. A film 
that has this much going for it deserves 
to be seen by more people. 

Jose Arroyo • 
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